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introduction THE EARLY MISSION

on 19 july 1837 heber C kimball and his companions arrived in
liverpool to establish the british mission the personal and institutional
costs of this mission were monumental separation from loved ones
illness and poverty seemed the common lot for the missionaries
staffing the mission took many of the most influential leaders at a time
when the church was struggling against financial crisis and the threat of
internal disintegration in the united states subsequent events however
proved the benefits were well worth the efforts devoted to the british
mission

in the first six months after the first missionaries arrived six
hundred baptisms were reported I1 this auspicious beginning was a
harbinger of success for decades to come reported numbers of
baptisms and emigration from the british mission are compared with
growth in total church membership in table 11. the entire quorum of the
twelve apostles was called to serve in the mission between 1840 and
1841 21 although not all were able to fulfill this calling a majority did so
with phenomenal success in the 1840s british baptisms exceeded the
total reported growth in church membership and in the 1850s both
baptisms and emigration exceeded reported growth in total church
membership 3 by the middle 1850s however british baptisms and
emigration began to decline until by 1920 they were only a small
fraction of the growth in a rapidly expanding church while not all of
these figures can be taken at face value they well illustrate the impor-
tance of the british mission for continuity and growth of the church
without substantial infusion of new members the losses from attrition
and mortality could have threatened the very existence of the new
religion
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TABTABLEE I11

british baptisms emigration and growth
in the mormon church 1840 1919

time british mission british mission growth in church
period baptisms emigration membership

1840 49 34299 5784 31295
1850 59 43304 12355 31878
1860 69 16112 9924 31394
1870 79 6295 6913 39954
1880 89 6061 8219 54758
1890 99 3742 4849 88537
1900 09 7587 3195 105598
1910 19 3911 892 130682

source richard L evans A century of mormonism inin great britain salt lake city
publishers press 1937 2442444545

in addition to supplying the large influx of new members the
british mission produced many individuals who would play key leader-
ship roles in the new religious movement these included william
clayton george Q cannon B H roberts and james E talmage
moreover the millennial star published in britain served an important
role in codifying the doctrines and policies for the young organization
thus the british mission provided spiritual and intellectual leadership
to go along with new adherents

but what has happened between this period of early dramatic
growth and the contemporary church in the british isles in this paper
we will attempt to address this important question we will begin with a
brief review of some of the social and economic conditions which in
combination with the characteristics of the missionary effort itself and
the religious message of the missionaries facilitated this early success
we will then discuss changes within british society and the LDS church
which set the stage for a different pattern of conversion and church
growth in contemporary britain

conversion IN THE EARLY BRITISH MISSION

the content form and spirit of the missionaries message was well
matched to social conditions of the time the industrial revolution and
associated rapid population growth urbanization and political reform
created an atmosphere of social change religious revival and the
emergence of new reform oriented religious organizations reflected the
flux in traditional values population mobility occupational shifts
questioning of tradition and transformations in the patterns of daily
living weakened social ties and left a displaced population this popula
tion appears to have been the major source of new converts 4

the mormon message was well suited to this context lay clergy
with a message of restoration of the simple gospel of christ must have
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offered assurance to a displaced segment of society the unpretentious
style of missionaries from laboring families would appeal to a similarly
situated audience add to this the opportunity to emigrate and help build
the kingdom of god and we have a message that matches many of the
needs which must have been felt by potential converts

one of the most intriguing aspects of the early british mission is the
pattern of selectivity regarding characteristics of converts accounts of
the early mission suggest at least three aspects of selective conversion
including socioeconomic status geographic location and prior religious
affiliation

apparently most early converts came from the lower and working
classes 5 descriptions of new members tell a story of unemployment
hunger and poverty members of the british nobility aristocrats and
factory owners were rarely found among the congregation data on the
occupational status of emigrants indicate that only 11 percent were
middle class and the largest single group 21 percent were general
laborers 6 perhaps the new working classes found particular appeal in a
religious movement led by missionaries from working class origins who
included in their message criticism of capitalist exploitation and the
promise of a bright future associated with building a new zion in
america proselytizing methods such as street meetings and sermons in
revival religious groups were also more likely to reach the working class
who felt unattached from more established religions

proselytizing efforts were more successful in certain industrialized
sections of the midlands than in london scotland or ireland early
efforts in london the center of trade and political control were very
discouraging 7 john taylor opened the work in ireland and subsequently
other missionaries were assigned to continue but efforts in ireland were
not very fruitful missionaries did establish a thriving group in scotland
but this could not compare with the dramatic growth in the midlands A
majority of converts were also from urban centers in a country that was
approximately half urban 90 percent of mormon emigrants originated in
urban areas thus urban centers of the industrial heartland provided the
type of people who were most inclined to join the church 8

converts were also more likely to come from revivalist organiza-
tions than from the well established and increasingly middle class
oriented mainline churches 9 the united brethren in particular were a
major source of new members in at least one case an entire congregation
simply changed affiliation apparently ministers from the more estabbestab

lisheddished groups offered substantial resistance to missionary efforts in
contrast smaller leslessies s establiestableestablishedshed groups even offered the missionaries
the opportunity to preach in their services although a majority of
converts had some degree of prior religious involvement many of those
with a religious background did not come from the church of england 10
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other demographic characteristics suggest the british converts
may have differed in additional ways in the manchester area women
outnumbered men and a substantial percentage were single taylor
however notes a surprisingly even balance of males and females and a
greater representation of older people and children among mormon
emigrants than would normally be expected in a migrant population 12

these latter statistics probably reflect the family orientation of the
church

the centrality of emigration in the missionary message no doubt
helps account for the dramatic success as well as for the demographic
characteristics of converts the church sponsored migration was
remarkable in that the church provided instructions on appropriate
procedures supervision of emigrant groups and some financial support
in a materialistic vein it might seem that missionaries used the migration
system to entice potential members while some people joined merely to
receive assistance in emigration taylor however provides convincing
argument that missionaries and converts alike were sincere in the motive
to establish a religious community 13

high rates of conversion among working class populations
belonging to new religious movements in the geographic heart of the
industrial revolution suggest that the mormonmonnon message was particularly
attractive to those who were less well integrated into british society
lacking strong ties to existing organizations such people were attracted
to a gospel message which offered new meaning and a sense of
belonging these new converts then played a major role in establishing
a mormon society in the rocky mountains

transformation OF THE CHURCH

since the founding of the british mission 150 years ago the church
has changed dramatically above average fertilityfertility1414 and successful
proselyting have propelled the obscure organization with six formal
members to what is projected to be the next major world religion 15 this
growth along with broader social change has transformed the organiza-
tional structure of the church A bureaucratic structure has been created
to manage the day to day business of building keeping track of
members maintaining a substantial missionary force informing local
congregations of policies and programs performing temple work for the
living and the dead and so on corresponding to this change many of the
features that were attractive to the first british converts are no longer as
salient as they once were

part of the churchschurche success story includes acquisition of financial
resources to cover the cost of its extensive programs in fact the
appellation of corporate empire has even been applied 16 given the
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modest assets of the church in comparison with leading corporations and
other major churches as well as the nature of most activities which
consume rather than produce income the term corporate empire hardly
seems appropriate nevertheless the church does stand in a very
different financial position than it did in 1837 some might even claim
that free enterprise has been adopted as part of the ideology though
peaceful coexistence in diverse economic settings has required a position
of neutrality with respect to the politics of economic regulation the
virtues ofhard work and financial independence are extolled the govern-
ment dole and a something for nothing mentality are anathema but it is
now unusual to hear church leaders make explicit statements regarding
specific economic systems in short the critical comments against
capitalism are no longer heard

the current missionary message in particular is devoid of
economic ideology all missionaries leamlearn a standardized message
that focuses on the restoration of priesthood authority and prophetic
guidance the gospel of salvation through the atonement of christ the
scriptural authenticity of the book of mormon and obedience to
commandments of god this message is the same in all countries the
sense of an imminent millennium has weakened gone is the program to
assist immigration to a new land to build zion and the corresponding
opportunity for a new economic start in life rather members are
encouraged to stay where they are to build the local organization

even though this reformatted message may not be quite so
compelling to one particular segment of the population it probably has
broader audience appeal those who are more established in the social
order who are not displaced by technological and social change and who
are not seeking new economic opportunities elsewhere will find this new
approach more appealing

along with the shift in emphasis in the missionary message there
has also been a shift in the methods of contact street meetings and
invitations to speak to congregations of other denominations are no
longer operational door to door tractingtrading and contacting friends and
relatives of existing members are now the primary mechanisms for
finding new converts these approaches are probably less selective than
the methods used by earlier missionaries in particular door to door
tractingtrading has the potential for contact with broad segments of society of

urse there is a great deal of selectivity in terms of who will listen to the
sionariessionaries but at least the initial contact is much more diversified

in short we think that changes in church organization along with
associated changes both in the emphasis placed on various aspects of the
gospel message and in the methods used to disseminate this message
have reduced the attractiveness to certain segments of society but have
achieved a broader appeal thus in comparing the contemporary british
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experience with this earlier period of rapid growth we might expect to
find less selectivity in the types of people belonging to the church

CHANGES IN BRITISH SOCIETY

just as broad social change has modified the nature of the LDS
church so has british society been transformed other social institutions
have modified to accommodate the industrial revolution although
unemployment continues to be a problem and the decline of the british
empire has left the country in a disadvantaged economic position
relative to other western industrial societies the large scale adjustments
required in the 1850s have not been repeated the religious atmosphere
in the british isles changed in significant ways since the period of the
1830s and 1840s while other factors might also be important we will
focus primarily on these two areas the secularization of british society
and the establishment of the british welfare state

the secularization of british society

the early nineteenth century was a period of significant religious
fervor in britain cox notes that during this time the british people
11 either endured or entered into a succession of religious crusades and
missions that were designed to christianize or re christianize the
country 17 while the relative success or failure of this movement is still
debated by social historians it is evident that devotional sentiment and
strictness of attention to religious servicesservices1818 increased among the middle
and upper classes and the working class poor were constantly being
confronted with new forms of social christianity in other words this
was a period that literally swarmed with religious activity estab-
lished rationalistic denominations became more animated and new
denominations appeared with frequency throughout the industrial area
into this setting the early mormon apostles arrived and began to spread
their message of restoration 19

the pattern of decline since that period however has been both
dramatic and relatively constant following the 1850s came first what
cox calls the ethical revolt against christian orthodoxy followed by the
darwinian revolution in thought both of which made agnosticism
respectable if not universal by the turn of the century 20 religious
institutions began to wither away to the point that by the early 1900s
arnold bennett could say

I1 never hear discussion about religious faith now nobody in my acquain-
tance openly expresses the least concern about it churches are getting
emptier the intelligentsia has sat back shrugged its shoulders given a
sigh of relief and decreed tacitly or by plain statement the affair is over
and done with 21
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the continuing pattern of decline since the mid nineteenth century
is now well documented while survey data for the united states show
a steady or even increasing rate of attendance at weekly worship services
the opposite pattern is evident in great britain wilson notes that

the decline in attendance appears to have taken place in waves first among
the working class and later in the twentieth century among the middle
class the church of england suffered the first losses the decline of the free
churches did not begin until the early twentieth century until very recently
catholics maintained high rates of attendance but lately there has been a
marked decline between 1955 and 1975 regular mass attendance among the
total catholic population in england and wales dropped from 76 percent to
32 percent 22

gallups study of religious attitudes and practices of young adults
in the british isles indicates that only about one in twenty even mentions
religious activities when asked how do you usually spend your week-
ends similarly fewer than 10 percent think religion should be very
important in ones life approximately five times as many young
americans of the same age include religious activities in their weekend
plans and feel that religion should be important 2321 argyle and beit
hallahmiHallahmi report that in 1970 only about 5 percent of the adult population
in the church of england even attend easter religious services and the
percentage continues to decline 24

As a result the churches in england are almost empty on an
ordinary sunday morning and religion no longer seems to be a matter of
much import to the average britisher As cox notes books about recent
history usually fail to mention it altogether and the subject of religion
often provokes boredom the churches are regarded as quaint and
harmless but peripheral institutions 1125112125

the most widely used explanation to account for the decline in
british religiosity is the sociological theory of secularization although
scholars continue to debate the usefulness of this theory no one has come
up with a more acceptable alternative secularization theory is based on
the general assumption that the related forces of modernization urbani-
zation industrialization and the rationalization of thought contributed to
a decline in both religious values and religious institutions while the
concept of secularization is used in many different ways it basically
refers to three related processes 1 a decline in religion as a major social
force in society 2 a transposition from sacred to secular explanations
of events and 3 an increasing frequency with which individuals look
upon the world and their own lives without the benefit of a religious
interpretation faith in reason with its empirical pragmatic orientation
to the world replaces faith in revelation and religious tradition

these forces were clearly evident inin the britain of the last half of
the nineteenth century it cannot be accepted as totally conclusive
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whether their presence is the major determinant of the decline in religion
but the outcome has been a society that now stands out among all modem
nations in the degree to which its people are unchurched

arrival of the mormon apostles in england during a time of great
religious agitation was certainly fortuitous in this setting the message
of the restored gospel rang true to many who were seeking and were
willing to listen the dramatic downturn in both numbers of british
converts and immigrants that begins in the middle 1850s closely follows
the pattern of downturn in religious activity in british society more
generally by the last few decades of the century when convert baptisms
had fallen from highs of over eight thousand per year to two or three
hundred religious activity among the british populace had also fallen
dramatically thus while forces having to do with the church in
america may have been important in this dramatic downturn the
missionary work was certainly not unaffected by forces that were also
operating in british society

the creation of the british welfare state

the creation of a welfare state has also helped to ameliorate
deprivations that were experienced in the nineteenth century health
care and other forms of public assistance have established a minimum
level of subsistence for a vast majority of the population indeed this
minimum level of assistance exceeds any type of longtermlong term economic
opportunity that could be provided by the LDS church the economic
incentives to join the church are no longer a major attraction

this is not to imply that people join the church for purely economic
reasons rather in a period of economic insecurity a religion which
offered as part of its program new economic opportunities would be more
attractive in areas where deprivation was high people whose basic needs
are taken care of feel less need to search for a better life

in 1837 governmental welfare policies were very different from
the present day intervention on behalf of the poverty stricken was
solely in the form of the poor laws a work release program which had
not been significantly revised in two hundred years this relief was
comprised of converted storage facilities where able bodied poor who
needed assistance were sent to work for the barest minimum wages
these workhouses were feared and despised by all working classes
because of the desperate conditions inside them conditions which were
a favorite subject of contemporary authors such as charles dickens

the government held the opinion that noninterference with private
enterprise or laissez faire capitalism was not only in the best interest
of the public at large but that it was also in agreement with the decrees
of god victorian british society considered poverty a state ordained by
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deity 26 poverty was readily distinguished from pauperism and only the
latter was regarded as a social problem which demanded attention from
the government 27 religious leaders preached the doctrine of economic
stratification from the pulpit an excerpt from wilberforcesWilberforces practical
view of the system of christianity states their position well

the more lowly path of the poor has been allotted them by the hand of
god it is their part faithfully to discharge its duties and contentedly to
bear its inconveniences the present state of things is short the objects
about which worldly men conflict so eagerly are not worth the contest
the peace ofmind which religion offers indiscriminately to all ranks affords
more true satisfaction than all the expensive pleasures that are beyond the
poor mans reach 28

another widely held public attitude conveyed that poverty was
the result of a flawed character 29 although darwinscarwinsDarwins theories on the
evolution of species would not be published for another twenty two
years by the time the first LDS missionaries landed the seeds of his
concept of natural selection were appearing in british social thought
poverty implied moral incapacity the most general attitude held that
those who were able to develop the self help mentality would free
themselves from the thralldom of poverty 30 those who could not were

left to fend for themselves as best they could while the prosperous were
deemed worthy of their station and were praised for their moral stability
and strength

living conditions for the working class poor were dismal
enclosure of private lands for the raising of sheep along with increased
inflation due to the importing of precious metals from the americas had
forced thousands to move to the urban areas such rapid growth posed
enormous problems of housing and sanitation 31 at first cellars attics
and any unused space was converted to apartments soon after
sprawling public housing tracts were built around the factories
adequate and sanitary water supplies or facilities were practically non-
existent local rivers and streams served as both water supply and

32sewer
overcrowding disease and pestilence were the common lot of the

urban slum dweller 33 free education was to be had only if you were a
cadet a pauper or a felon military academies workhouses and prisons
provided some formal education but unless you worked in a factory
which provided schooling to its employees education was a privilege
reserved for those who could afford to pay for it 34 unemployment always
loomed on the horizon the labor pool was so vast that factory owners
could and did pay the barest minimum wages 35 any labor conflict was
resolved by replacing troublemakers with those who were eagerly
awaiting a chance at a jobajob even the slightest tremor in market conditions
could send a wave of layoffs through an entire community
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social reform was a topic of interest to the middle class who had
been created as a byproductby product of the industrial revolution 36 political
parity between the land endowed aristocracy and the industrial middle
class was largely achieved through the lobbying efforts of the anticornanti corn
law league and the subsequent repeal of the corn laws in 1846 the
interests and the influence of the industrialists became more established
in the legislative body of british government 37 various social move-
ments and related legislation in the last half of the nineteenth century
were designed to improve social conditions but these efforts were
largely unorganized ad hoc and piecemeal the major areas of improve-
ment came from education medical treatment housing health and
sanitation

legislation of a state sponsored education program was delayed
because of the great debates between the representatives of the church
and the government 38 slowly the churchechurchs influence diminished the
department of education was organized in 1856 various acts of
parliament reduced attendance fees and made parents responsible for
their childrens attendance at school resulting in an 18 percent increase
in enrollment from 1862 to 1866 in 1869 the national education league
was formed as a lobbying organization for public education and the
education act of 1870 provided for the right ofevery child to some form
of schooling 3919

state supported health care was minimal the poor law work-
houses provided an excellent location for irmarieinfirmarieinsinfinfirm adiesariesaddess and by 1861
80 percent of all hospital beds were in workhouse wards 40 the
metropolitan poor act of 1867 regarded by most as the start of an
efficient state medical service provided for the building of many
specialist hospitals along with an ambulance service in the capital many
public infirmariesinfirm aries and dispensariesdispensaries were constructed in the 1870s and
1880s

although there was a lag in legislation on housing improvements
with the enfranchisement of the rural workers in 1884 such legislation
was quick in coming from that time until the turn of the century acts
aimed at establishing a standard of acceptable housing were passed and
the general reform experienced earlier by medical treatment and
education was joined by the housing industry 41

perhaps the greatest progress was made in health and sanitation in
manchester by 1858 there were ten local acts designed to improve the
health corporation in 1846 liverpool had elected the first medical
officer of health in 1852 the leeds waterworksWaterworks act organized the first
fully municipal water supply between 1858 and 1872 many local and
general sanitation sewage and disease prevention acts were passed
which further solidified the powers of the municipal water supplies and
health and sanitation departments finally in 1875 with the passage of
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the public health act the implementation of a national public health
system was accomplished 4212

there is no clear consensus on exactly what constitutes a welfare
state however in great britain it is generally described in terms of
implementing several acts of parliament all of which became effective
on 5 july 1948 these acts the national insurance act national
assistance act and the national health services act were designed as
a social security network which protected everyone from destitution or
want 114143 under this system the whole population was provided for in
times of loss or interruption ofearnings in times ofexceptional family
expenditure and on the death of the breadwinner 44 each of these
pieces of legislation was designed to provide relief for unexpected
circumstances

the urban laborers of great britain in the nineteenth century
represent a unique group this body of working class people displaced
from their rural homes earning barely enough to survive living in
cramped unsanitary conditions were forced to work twelve to fourteen
hours per day if the father died or was incapacitated because of illness
or injury the family was faced with the public workhouses 45 the urban
laborers undoubtedly felt separated and restricted from becoming like
those middle class people who managed the factories and owned the
shops in town the laborers were ripe for new ideas both political and
religious social legislation in the nineteenth century was probably not
sufficient to make dramatic change in working conditions the cumula-
tive effect of reform much occurring in this century has however
created a very different context for contemporary missionary efforts

in sum social change in british society has reduced the number of
people who may be interested in joining a new religious group this
diminution of potential audience coupled with above noted changes in
the LDS church have created a very different context for missionary
work in the 1980s

contemporary CHURCH GROWTH AND selectivity

british membership growth over the last fifty years is shown in
table 2 convert baptisms and associated growth remained low until the
1960s there was a large spurt of baptisms in the early 1960s with a
continued higher number in the 1970s and early 1980s according to the
1987 church almanac LDS membership totaled 130500 in ireland and
great britain this figure is 2 percent of the worldwide LDS member
ship but onlyonly0202ot.0202 percent of the total population of the united kingdom 466

in the 1980s the british membership is growing at an annual rate of
2.52525 percent this is substantially lower than the LDS total rate of growth
of 4.94949 percent per year but is still a respectable rate of growth implying
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TABLE 2
membership and convert baptisms in the british isles 1937 85

convert end of period
period baptisms membership

193719374949 1290 6457
1950 59 6739 19332
1960 69 57638 85217
1970 79 38230 114558
1980 85 28838 132810

source derek A cuthbert the second century cambridge cambridge university
press 1987 197 98

a doubling of population every twenty eight years the absolute growth
in this two year period is 18252 persons this growth is greater than the
number of baptisms during most years of the nineteenth century but of
course the base population of the church and the country is much larger
as is the missionary force thus although the rate of growth of the LDS
church in britain is quite high the influence of the british membership
on total church membership is very small

the diminished influence of british saints can also be seen by
examining the national origins of general authorities even though the
number of general authorities has grown substantially only one current
member of the group was bom in great britain nor can britain lay
claim to any publications comparable to the millennial star in influence

part of britainabritainsBritains reduced influence is obviously a result of the
massive early emigration which served to establish the core of the
church in the united states in addition the missionary effort has been
very successful in many other countries since world war 11II mexico now
has more than double the membership of britain and the philippines will
soon surpass great britain to become the largest LDS population outside
the american continents nevertheless the major reason for the decline
is that the baptism rate based on either the LDS or the total national
population is very small in comparison with the mid nineteenth
century

comparison of demographic characteristics of british saints with
the national population see table 3 also suggests that the degree of
selectivity in terms of who belongs to the church is not as great as it once
was the LDS population is disproportionately young female and
white there are more one person households in the LDS population but
also more large households marital status for the national and LDS
populations is similar with the exception that there is a higher percentage
of divorced persons in the LDS population family size is larger in the
LDS population these differences are generally consistent with the
family orientation of the church divorce being the exception and the
notion that younger people are more likely to change religious status 4717



TABLE 3
sociodemographic characteristics of british mormonsmonnonsmormans and the population of britain

great britain british LDSLIDS

percent of population aged 0 29 43 53
percent of population aged 65 or over 15 5

males per one hundred females 95 92

percent nonwhite 45 2.92929

percent one person households 22.0220220 27.0270270
percent households with six or more persons 4.04040 83
average household size 2.72727 2.82828

percent married male 67.0670670 66.3663663

female 61.8618 59.7597

percent divorced male 2.92929 76
female 35 94

percent never married male 26.4264264 248
female 20.0200200 22.2222222

average number of children for women married between 1955 59 24 3.23232

percent of families with three or more children 90 200

percent with postsecondary education male 16.0160igo 17.0170170

female 10.0100loo 12.0120120

percent employed male 800 70.0700700

female 580 400

percent unemployed male 10.0100100loo 13.0130130

female 6.06060go 8.08080

percent in occupation groups males higher grade professional 143 19.0190190igo

lower grade professional 12.1121 10.3103103

clerical sales 9.69696gg 20.7207207

small proprietors 8.08080 1.81818

lower grade technicians 12.0120120 3.13131

skilled manual 220 34.5345
laborers 21.8218218 105

percent in income groups in pounds 1 4999 64.2642642 63.6636636

5000 9999 31.5315 33.1331
10000 or more 43 33

percent convert baptisms 79.7797

percent of church membership before conversion to mormonism
church of england scotland etc 570 523
other protestant 18.8188188 19.1191igi
catholic 13.0130130 11.4114114

jewish 8.8 5.5
non christian 2.72727 I1.11

none 7.77777 16.7167167
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turning to socioeconomic status education and occupational
status of the LDS population are somewhat above the national average
but the income distribution is similar and unemployment is higher
there is little evidence here that those of lower status are particularly
involved in the church and some evidence to the contrary

interestingly a large majority of the british saints are convert
baptisms there has not been a substantial buildup of second or third
generation mormonscormons with a long tradition of church experience and
culture moreover converts come from religious backgrounds that
match the national population with the exception that a disproportionate
number of converts had no religious preference prior to conversion
57 percent of the national population belong to the major national
denomination that is church of england or scotland compared to
52 percent of converts thus there is little selectivity of converts from
unusual religious groups

in sum LDS members are representative of the national population
in many respects the patterns of selectivity that marked dramatic
church growth in the nineteenth century are no longer present

conclusion

we have outlined changes in the social and religious conditions
associated with LDS membership growth in britain in very broad
strokes it is interesting to compare these changes with the stark
bainbridge theory of religious movements 4841 the emergence of a new
religious group in a era of rapid social change and patterns of selectivity
of early converts is consistent with their model As the church has
improved its economic position stark and bainbridge would also predict
a decline in the selectivity of membership on close inspection however
the stark bainbridge model does not fit in some important respects

religion according to stark and bainbridge is attractive because
it can promise rewards that are not attainable by other means 49 people
who cannot obtain worldly goods provided by the economic system will
be most attracted to new religious movements and the new religions in
turn emphasize supernatural compensation for religious behavior As
upward mobility improves the ability of members to obtain a greater
share of worldly rewards characteristics of the members become less
distinctive and less emphasis is placed on supernatural benefits
contrary to this model the early church apparently placed more empha-
sis on opportunity for economic advancement through emigration to the
united states whereas the current missionary message places more on
obtaining salvation by conformityconforinity to religious principles of course
socioeconomic achievement may be emphasized in many subtle ways in
the contemporary church but this is the topic for another paper the
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main point is that the early church was in contrast to the stark
bainbridge model able to combine a religious message of salvation and
an imminent millennial transformation with the opportunity for
improvement in economic circumstances perhaps this relatively unique
combination helps explain success of the early missionary effort

the stark bainbridge model also fits better in the united states
where religious affiliation and participation is quite common current
low levels of religious involvement in britain suggest that a society may
be able to get by without a religious answer to existential questions about
the human condition if it can LDS missionary efforts may fall upon
rocky or dry soil on the other hand if mormonmonnon theology can provide
new meaning current rapid growth may be a harbinger of things to come

at this point a cautionary note of explanation is in order we have
outlined important social conditions in british society and within the
church which set the context within which conversion occurs this
context alone cannot predict precisely who or how many will join the
church for example our description of membership selectivity and the
match between the missionary message and british social conditions
might lead to the prediction that millions would have joined the church
and emigrated in the 1850s and 1860s that millions did not clearly
demonstrates the limitations of our approach the spiritual nature of
conversion lies beyond the scope of the perspective we offer here we do
feel however that prevailing social conditions play an important role in
how many and which types of people seek out and join new religions

in retrospect it seems remarkable that joseph smith would call
some of his most talented leadership away to britain at a time when the
church was struggling for survival in the united states it is even more
remarkable that the missionaries were called at a time when social
conditions were ripe for missionary success in britain if the mission
calls would have been delayed another twenty years it may have been too
late to reap such success it is even questionable whether the church
could have survived the twenty years with enough strength to send
missionaries lacking the added strength of the british converts the
mission call and the heroic efforts of the missionaries appear to have
come at just the right time

one can only imagine what the church would be like had it not been
for the large number of converts who were baptized in britainandbritainBritainandand immi-
grated to utah but britain no longer plays the role as a major source of
growth rather it is comparable to several other mission field or
peripheral countries that form the satellites of an internationally
expanding church while we study and celebrate the important role
britain once played we should also be sensitive to the role and problems
which it and similar countries face as small segments of a rapidly
growing church centered in the mountain west of the united states
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